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The present work deals with natural calciua

fluoride froa Criciúma , Santa Catarina. Ionic Thermocurrents

(ITC) has been used to determine the properties of dipole

defects present in this crystal. The ITC spectrum of this

material shows three bands in the temperature range of 80K to

450K. The first one, at 130K, is due to the dipoles formed by

a trivalent impurity and an interstitial fluorine ion in a

nearest neighbour site (nnRg3+-Fj~). The second one, at 202K,

is due to the presence of small aggregates of dipoles (like

dimers). The last band, at 360K is due to the formation of

large clusters. The best fit for these bands was obtained

with a continuous distribution model with mean activation

energies of 0.4lev , 0.595eV and 1.02eV for the first, second

and third band respectively.

Thermal' treatments can modify the number of

dipoles, diners and clusters present in the crystal. Thermal

treatments lasting from 15 minutes to 10 hours at

temperatures between 473K(200°C) and 773K(500°C) were used.

For thermal treatments at 573X(300°C), the dipoles and the

diners are created while the clusters are destroyed as the

time of thermal treatment increases. At 673K(400°C) the

clusters are created while the dipoles and the dimers are
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destroyed. At 773K(500°C> the three kinds of defects are

destroyed. An equilibrium concentration is observed if ter 2

to 3 hours of thermal treatment . This equilibrium

concentration is a function of the thermal treatment

temperature showing a maximum in the investigated temperature

range, around 573X, for the dipoles and diners, and 623K for

the clusters.

I. IHTRODÜCTIOH

The Calcium Fluoride is one of the alkaline earth

fluoride crystals that can fona a vide range rf solid

solutions with great quantities of YF3 or rare earth

fluorides1. These systems, referred to as "anion excess

fluorides", have been the subject of intensive research

mainly due to their fast-ion conduction at high temperatures.

The predominant defects in these solid solutions

are substitutional trivalent ions (Y3+ or RE3+) in place of

the Ca2+ ion and an interstitial fluorine (FA~) in the

nearest neighbour site forming dipolar complexes. The Ionic

Thermocurrent (ITC) technique may give informations about the

behaviour of the dipole defects and also about the nature of

the aggregates.
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From ITC results for CaF2, the first two bands were

obtained by Kitts at al.2 in 1973 and were both attributed to

dipoles: the first one, at 130K, to a trivalent

substitutional impurity Rg3* and the nearest neighbour

interstitial fluorine ion F|~, foming th* nnRs
3+-F£~ dipolar

complex; the second on*, at 220K, to a Rg3+ and the next

nearest neighbour Fj~ (nnnRg^-Fi" dipole).

capelletti and coworkers3 confined that the first

peak was due to dipoles but showed that the second peak at

220K in calcium fluoride doped with gadolinium was due to

small clusters.

Andeen et al.4'5, working with clustering in

alkaline earth fluorides doped with rare earth drew a very

important conclusion: nnn complexes do not exist in calcium

fluoride. The only dipole band is at about 130K and the

others are all attributed to complex aggregates.

Several works by Catlow and coworkers6"11 in these

materials can be summarized as follow:

a) dimers are present,

b) complexity and size of the aggregates increase with

the concentration of the impurities,

c) smaller dopant impurities produce bigger and sore

complex clusters,

d) larger dopant impurities form dimers,

e) theoretical calculations confirm the energetic

stability of these aggregates.
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In some rare earth doped alkaline earth fluorides

it is also possible to find space charge bands due to the

mobility of free vacancies in the crystal. For example,

Laredo and coworkers had shown that in SrF2:La
3+ 12 and in

BaF2:Gd
3+ and La3+ 13 it is possibla to find this type of

band using the ITC technique.

The natural calcium fluoride (fluorite) is used in

Thermoluminescence Dosimetry (TLD) as radiation dosimeters.

In this material, the presence of several rare earth

impurities was detected.

The present work reports the results of ITC studies

in fluorite concerning to:

a) the dipolar origin of tha observed ITC bands,

b) the fitted values of the parameters, and

c) the behaviour of the bands under heat treatments.

II. THEORY

The ITC technique was first introduced by Bucci and

Fieschi1*, in this method, tha specimen is polarized, during

a period of tima called tp, at a given temperature (Tp) by

the application of an external electric field (Ep) and is

then cocued to liquid nitrogan temperatura. The sample is
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then heated at a controlled linear rate and the ITC curve is

obtained.

If the dielectric is homogeneous and the dipoles

well dissolved (no interaction ) each relaxation process is

related to an activation energy and to a relaxation time

(first order process). In this case the Bucci-Pieschi

theory15 is appliable.

Polivers and highly doped ionic crystals have such

wider bands than the predicted by a first order process

model. This broadness is very often attributed to a spread of

energy or relaxation time around mean values. The band

profile is strongly dependent on the energy distribution

function. Taking into account the dipole-dipole interaction

the ITC formula can be writen16:

I(T)« I*(T) F(E0,o,T) (l) ,

where I*(T) has the for» of the original Bucci-Fieschi ITC

formula with E*EO and F(Eo,0,T) is a correction factor

containing the energy distribution function f(E) :

f (E)- T7T" e3fP
(2)1/2 2oé

(2),

where E o is the mean activation energy and o is the width of

the energy distribution.
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III. EXPERIMEWTAL PROCEDURES

The crystals used for ITC experiments case fi

Criciúma, Santa Catarina, Brazil. The samples were prepared

from stones of fluorite with mixed colours: green, blue,

violet and colourless. The homogeneous green parts were

cleaved into pieces of about 0.5mm thickness. For high

temperature thermal treatments (above 673K) the samples were

heated at the desirod temperature before being cut. Natural

materials often have internal tensions, are not necessarily

monocrystals, and contain crystallization water, so they

crack with high temperatures.

For the ITC measurements the temperature is raised

from liquid nitrogen at a constant rate b « 0.1Ks~l while the

electrometer (Keithley 616C) records the current emitted by

the sample. The polarizing fields could reach 35kVcm~l. The

cell atmosphere was kept clean removing all traces of

humidity using appropriate traps. A detailed description of

the ITC experiment is given elsewhere15.

The heat treatments were performed in open air in a

highly stable furnace ( the stability is better than It).

After each treatment, the sample was quenched.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The XTC spectra of the studied fluorites are very

similar to the spectra of the CaP2 doped with trivalent rare

earth. Figure 1 shows a typical TIC spectrum of untreated

green natural calcium fluoride from s«itt2t Catarina. The

curves exhibit three bands in the temperature range of «OK to

450K. The first one appears at 130K, the second one at 202K

and the last band at 360K.

(Insert figure 1)

Several measurements were carried out in order to

confirm the dipolar origin of the bands.

The systematic variation of the shape in the curves

can be attributed either to dipolar processes or to space

charge phenomena (ionic or electronic).

A linear dependence between the ionic thermocurrent

and the polarization field is observed. Figure 2 shows the

linear dependence of the three bands on the polarizing

voltage Vp. This behaviour is indicative of the dipolar

nature of the bands.

(Insert figure 2)
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In dipolar processes the intensity of an ITC band

is independent of the thickness of the sample15. In figure 3,

it is seen that the area of the B band does not depend on th*

thickness d of the sample. The polarizing conditions, such as

temperature, field and time were all kept constant.

(Insert figure 3)

In figure 4 and 5, the maximum temperatures of A

and B bands respectively, as a function of the polarization

temperatures Tp, are shown. The polarization tine and field

are kept constant. The saturation is obtained ( all dipoles

aligned) at about 21 OK (A band) and 360K (B band)

respectively, and the maximum temperature does not change

anyaore. For polarization at lower tenperatures, the sample

is partially polarized and the maximum temperature and also

the intensity of the bands are lower. These results suggest a

superposition of a continuous distribution of peaks.

(Insert figures 4 and 5)

For the brazilian fluorites, the bands are very

broad indicating the superposition of several non resolved

peaks. Many different types of trivalent rare-earth

impurities give rise to different dipole bands very near each

other and with almost the same activation energies,
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justifying the assumption of a continuous distribution

function for activation energies.

In natural fluorite, the doping is very high and it

is quite impossible not to have interactions between the

dipoles explaining the broadness of the ITC bands.

It is also important to sake a distinction between

the reorientation of the dipoles and the migration of ions or

ionic vaccancies throughout the material. Both are very

important in the study of dielectric properties, mainly at

high temperatures. Host of the theoretical models predict

similar bands and it is very difficult to find out the origin

of the band from the theoretical considerations and the band

shape alone.

The best fit of the bands was obtained using a

Gaussian distribution function . For the dipole band (figure

6) the paraseters obtained were a mean activation energy

Eo*(0.4l±0.01)eV, a frequency factor aQ-3xl0
14s~1 and a width

of the distribution #-0.0082 eV. The heating rate was

b-O.lKs"1. The *2rcd test was used to check the fit where a

value of x2
red»0.25 was obtained.

(Insert figure 6)
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In figures 7 and t the bert fit for A and B bands

is shown. The obtained parameters were respectively:

Eo«(0.595±0-007)eV, •o*5.Sxl0
12s~1, #-O.O22eV and

Eo-(1.02i0.0l)«v, •o-txl0
11s"1, o-o.ozoev. The heating rates

were O.OOKs'1 for the A band and 0.062ns"1 for the B band.

(Insert figures 7 and •)

The initial rise of the B band could not be fitted.

This may be caused by another band in this region.

It is well known that the aggregation state of the

dipoles changes under heat treatments. In this work thermal

treatments lasting from 15 minutes to 10 hours at

temperatures between 473K and 773K were used.

Figure 9 shows a thermally induced increase in the

number of dipoles and dimers and a thermally induced decrease

in the number of large aggregattes at 573K. Dipoles and

dimers are created and clusters are destroyed, as the time of

heat treatment increases. The equilibrium concentrations are

reached 3 to 4 hours after the begining of the treatment.

(Insert figure 9)

At 673K (figure 10) the situation changes and it is

observed a thermally induced decrease of the nuaber of

dipoles and dimers and a thermally induced increase in the

>0
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number of the large aggregates. The equilibrium

concentrations are reached 3 hours after the begining of the

treatment.

(Insert figure 10)

At 773K all the three kinds of defects are

destroyed (figure 11).

(Insert figure 11)

In figure 12, the equilibrium areas for the three

bands are shown as a function of the temperature of heat

treatment. For the dipole and A bands, the maxima of the

curves are near 573K while for the B band it is near 623K.

(Insert figure 12)

V. CONCLUSION

Trivalent substitutional impurity - interstitial

fluorine dipoles have been studied in natural calcium

fluoride. In these materials, the presence of several rare

earth impurities was detected. The obtained ITC spectra are
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very similar to the spectra of CaF2 doped with trivalent rare

earths. The following results were obtained:

i) The linear dependence of the three bands on the

polarizing voltage, the increase of the maximum temperatures

of the A and B bands with the polarization temperature until

saturation, and the independence of the B band area on the

thickness of the sample are indicative of the dipolar origin

of the bands;

ii) The presence of many types of trivalent rare-earth

in the natural fluorites justifies the broadness of the

bands;

iii) The three bands could be successfully adjusted

using a Gaussian distribution of activation energies;

iv) The behaviour of the bands under heat treatments

strongly suggests that the first one, at 130K, is due to the

nnRs
3+-Fi" dipoles. The second one, at 202K, is due to the

presence of small aggregates of dipoles like dimers, and the

third one, at 360K, is due to large clusters. The thermal

conversion among the three bands reinforce this last

conclusion.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 : Typical ITC spectrum of a virgin green natural

Calcium Fluoride from Criciúma, Santa Catarina, Brasil.

Polarizing conditions: Tp=375K, tp=3min. and Ep=20JcVcm~1.

Heating rates: b-O.lKs"1 (dipole band), b=0.083Ks~1 (A band)

and b=0.O62Ks"1 (B band).

Figure 2 : Linear best fit for the dependence of the three

bands' area on the polarizing voltage (Vp).

Figure 3 : Independence of the area of the B band on the

thickness (d) of the sample for constant polarization

conditions (temperature, field and time).

Figure 4 : Maximum teaperature of the A band as a function of

the polarizing temperature (Tp) (fixed tp and Ep). The solid

line was drawn co guide the eyes.

Figure 5 : Maximum temperature of the B band as a function of

the polarizing temperature (Tp) (fixed tp and Ep). The solid

line was drawn to guide the eyes.
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Figure 6 : Best fit for the dipole band using a continuous

distribution model with a Gaussian distribution function. The

fitted parameters were: Eo=(0.41±0.01)eV, «O»3xl0
14s"1,

o-0.0082eV and x*red
m0-25' b-O.lKs"1.

Figure 7 : Best fit for the A band using a continuous

distribution model with a Gaussian distribution function. The

fitted parameters were: Eo-(0.595±0.007)eV, Q Q=5.5X10
1 2S" 1,

ff=0.022ôV and x*red»0.55. b-O.OSaKs"
1.

Figure 8 : Best fit for the B band using a continuous

distribution model with a Gaussian distribution function. The

fitted parameters were: Eo»(1.02±0.01)eV, oo»8xl0
11s"1,

o«0.020eV and x
J
r e ( j "

2 - 0 5 ' b-0.062Ks~1. The initial rise could

not be fitted.

Figure 9 : Thermally induced increase of the number of

dipoles and diners (dipole and A band) and thermally induced

decrease of the number of large aggregates (B band) at 573K.

Solid lines were drawn to guide the eyes.

Figure 10 : Thermally induced decrease of the number of

dipoles and dimers (dipole and A band) and thermally induced

increase of the number of large aggregates(B band) at 673K.

Solid lines were drawn to guide the eyes.
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Figure 11 : Thermally induced decrease of the bands (dipole,

A and B bands) at 77JK. Solid lines were drawn to guide the

eyes.

Figure 12 : Equilibrium areas for the three bands as a

function of the heat treatment temperature. Solid lines were

drawn to guide the eyes.
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